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THE STRUCTURE OF SCHOOL: TEACHERS AND AUTHORITY*

Robert E. Feir**

Introduction

During the past couple of years , American public education has been

treated to a veritable orgy of reports, commentaries, critiques, reap-

praisals and recommencrations for reform (e.g., Adler, 1982; Doyer, 1983,

College Doard, 1983; Commission on Precollege Education in Mathematics,

Science and Techno logy, 1983, Good lad, 1903; National Commission on

Excel;ence in Educatioo, 1983, Sizer, 1984; Task Force on Education for

Economic Growth, 1984; Twentieth Century Fund Task Force on Federal Ele-

mentary and Secondary Education Policy, 1934).

Wh i le ti,o reports approach public education from various perspectives

and conllin d i fferent emphases, some common themes emerge. Most of the

report:s concentrate on the need for schools to increase the difficulty,

but not necessarily the complexity, of the curriculum; to place more

emphasi5 on core academic subject; and greater stress on mathematics,

_lence, and technology, to adhere to common, and somt! might say limited,

* -Ihi paper was prepared for presentation to the annual meeting of the
American Educational Research Af:sociation in Chicago, April 2, 1985.

xi-Rotievt r. Feir coordinitor of state legislative relation tor 'the

ronn.Tyivanta Department of Education. Ale has been a school district cur-
iculum coordinator and assistant executive director of a regional educa-

tional cr.ArvIce agency, Neither thi paper nor the view it exprc,sses are
int(!nded to represnt the Penn,:ylvania Deparimpni ol lAucation or the
,':;ocretary of Education. They are solely tlw responsibility of the
d uthor,
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objectives; to add to the nation's compel i tive capability in a

fast-changing technological world, and to improve the quality of teaching

in order to achieve all the other purposes.

Stress on the importance of teaching varies among the reports and the

national reaction to the reports (U.S. Department of Education, 1984) .

M,Iny states, howeeer, have undertaken specific actions in recent months

aimed at upgrading the quality of public school teachers (Bridgman,

1985) . For the most part, these efforts have been aimed at recruitment

and retention of "better" teachers. Such attempts include increasing

teacher salaries, experimenting with more elongated career Ladders,

requiring new teachers to pass competency tests prior to certification,

and providing new teachers with more formalized assistance in their first

year as professionals.

These effort:.; to recruit and retain better teachers are, for the most

part, extrinsic in nature, focusing on 'ival.i fications and preparation of

and remuneration for teachers. Of seemingly less concern are more

intrinsic reward issues, which (flight also help to recruit and retain

higher qualit/ teachers.

(It I' p p' 1 I not aimed at reviewing specific school reform reports

Oite and loelt tosponses to those reports. It takes the report.:; and

i!; d cuivent backdrop, 4 1j'fi0C11011 Of natio.owidc., concern over

tho quality of ..,:chilotinY II1t.l tho!,0 most responsible for its provision

( I nom I either tdh i I e the retor(ii

f 1,1 I I t (I I III .1t Il I 11k) I I/1 f)(), I

tr)r t .11-r? fl f tall (.' Cl ri(: i nerl with

1 ( 1 dein 11. 1)1 1.Ap...- <a t inn !1 t i
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tude,, induction MA.0 the nation':-; classrooms, and it,; instructional

techniques, this paper attempts to be more narrow in scope and, at the

same tIMP, t t3 push beyond those current concerns-.

The purpose of the paper is to examine, both historically and socio

logically, the teacher's role in the authority structure of American pub-

lic schools the thesis presented here is that the authority structure

o f the school and the teacher's predetermined role in that structure sig-

n ificantly affect the recruitment of teachers, who, once recruited, serve

to reinforce dialectically the existing authority structure. Who is

recruited to and who is retained in the teaching profession are affected

by and in turn affect the structure of the school as a place of work

and a place of Learning.

1')ft examining briefly the historical development of the structure

n i public schooh-, the paper will attempt to Look at the structure socio-

logically, Finally, through the per of organization theory, and

specifically organization development theory, the paper will attempt to

(A.ic)05:-; the health of the profession and of the structure of schools.

HtstoricdtDevelopments.

[y ( )1(mial. wei r, p1"imaril7 local institutions of civic and

I- (tablished by tf, communit '5 Leading citizens to

P°vId° new kind of `3 nu" I .1 tion for their children in the

1,(0m1WOV 11111qUP world on thl!- side cif the Atlantic (Butts and Cremin,
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1953; Cremin, 1970; Elsbree, 1939). Teachers were usually men, serving

part-time and rarely for very long. ihey took teaching jobs while wait-

ing to he called to the ministry or some other occupation for which they

really aspired, and good moral character was primary requisit e (Butts

and Crmin, 1953; Lortie, 1975).

Teaching did not pay woll, and teachers often were assigned to such

other "duties as cleaning out the church, ringing the bell, providing a

baptismal basin, running errands, serving as messenger, and digging

graves .° (Butts and Cremin, 1953, p. 135) .

The schools of the early colonial period were not signif i cantly dif-

ferentiated internally. What today io thought of as bureaucracy (more on

this below) was virtually nonexistent in the colonial school. Local

Authorities hired the teacher and tried to monitor his behavior directly.

rho Local teacher was the teacJwr, Few schooloo had more than a single

Cl.d.5s or a single teacher, and tower had anything that would resemble

oderi school administration (Elsbree, 1939; Lortie, 1975), While the

teacher technically had no protection from the local 'board of visitors,'

which could fire him just as it had hired him, the oversight function

u.sualty amounte d to little more than 'superficial appraisal" (Elsbree,

13?, p. 71).

Dn.( I t o lhlO Pal -time, short -term, low paid nature of colonial to

old doopito tho teaohor' serving at tho pleasure of looal offi-

nree (1939) and lofli , (1975) boih paint a picture of the early

toaohot t > ,-0(p,---o-iencing h I po.ition as one of oonsiderahlo autonomy.
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Ihi5 autonomy, or seeming autonomY, wilt recur as a theme in the hi5torY

UT American public school teaching and in our sociological review of the

profession's recruitment potterns,

The first significant historical shift took place from about 1820 to

the period of the Civil War. During thid time, elementary school teach-

ing became Largely the domain of unskilled young women. According to

Butt and Cremin (1953), this shift reflected the Jacksonian belief that

any citizen could hold any public position, as well as the Jacksonian

belief in the spoils system, especially during the. early stages of urban-

ization, In addition, women were generally willing to work for less than

Alen (Butts and Cremin, 1953, pp. 233-284), The social status of teach-

ing, which was not high to begin with, suffered further in this period,

which salaries were low, turnover high, and qualifications very limit-

ed, Further, the practice of requiring young women teachers to board in

with different local families reduced any claim they might

have had to professionalism (Butts and Cremin, 195_3, p. 285). "The tra-

dition of schoolkeeping rather than :.;chooLteaching was strongLY

implanted, The teacher's job was to keep order -- to keep the class

intact' (Dutts and Cremin, 1953, p. 286).

kapid growth in public schools and development of the teaching pro-

1 (") n ClArled between the Civil Waal and the turn of the twentieth cen-

i!ii- (1.:ults and Cromin, Lortie, 19(5, Sykef,, 1983, 1yoLk, 1Y67)

, row th ri-f tr.,d pop ulati growth, urhonization,

o'nd the greot Oioping counify it limo
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Hack points to the late nineteenth century as a time of increased

standaidizalion, professionalization, and bureaucratizAion in the

5chools. He indicates that 1. schools became increasingly mechanized

And structured like the Large bureaucracies of industry, commerce, and

the military that were arising in this age of consolidation' (1967, p.

501.),

Among the mo$t significant developments (for purposes of this paper)

were the increase in the number of teachers, the development of multi-

ple-classroom school buildings- with several teachers and at least a rud

mentary administrative structure, the development of normal schools and

the increased professionalization of teacher training, and the emergence

of state-centralized teacher certification procedures (Butts and Cremin,

1953, Tyack, 1967) . Despite these developments, Sykes (1983, p. 83)

note that

teachers gave up income and advancement opportunities
in return for the fulfillment of ideals related to ser-
vice, a convenient work 5chedule, and a certain esteem
(albeit shadowed) tendered by the commun i ty.

-lhee themes will also be seen to recur in the development of the proles-

Hen and Ii e Patton of recruitment, reward, and retention.

Du, in.-) the tir,xt two decades oi the twentieth century, education foie

killed tIn lent I f I k man3gement movement that was :weeping American

indleA, (I leition, i9,12; ty::ck, Admini!i.trator!;, hired on the

(thlp prv. e nil it rt 'If a qoneraI effort to Lean up
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pro'. terlled, i!ind the imposed en tc A regimen of

contrDl based upon scient it ic management. The bureaucratition of pub-

tic Jchool...7, at least in urban areas, was in lull swing, and teachers, in

contr.iist to the autonomy of their colonial forebears, weie ..:litljected to

the most effective administrative control in the nation's history (Lor-

tie, 1975j Elsbree, 1939). "Teachers became employees supervised by

full-time, phy:i.ically present administrators acting on authority deleg-

died by school boards' (Lortie, 1975, p. 4).

Education and the teaching profession have continued to grow and

develop during the past half cen-:ury, but that growth and development

have been largely along the Lines of the early years of thri century (Lor-

tie, 1975). As scient I fic management per se has been Largely renounced

by American industry for its simplicity and failure to take into account

the individual and group needs of workers, SO, too, have schools grown

:may from the concept. But the residual centralization, bureaucratic

structure, and predetermined distinctions between teaching and adminis-

trAtive roles have remained pretty much intact, despite the growth of

union:; and their ab Lity in many cases to constrain day-to-day adminis-

tyative interference with the autonomy of individual teachers (Lortie,

1Y(5),

Too poinfr iiade by L.or e can concl.udc this brief histor

(''''.v and lead u.L.> to a fflOVO soclotogicaI. revieo! of the rote of

ihe te:o.hei" in rimorican public 5c.hooh,.. DP.,;pite the growth oi bureaucra-

1:i of 1 I 5' 4. l t kft.:? conk I" (..) I. 'iVOI ,
I

t I (,,ic I. I it the fin'roa

1pi 11,1 (if , t.cI. i [,(,ii,e
! ( (,)75 , I er.
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Toachers' wnrk, in short, was not radically altered by
the development of the multiple-unit school. Tree prin-
cipalship emerged , of course, and the beginnings of a
hierarchy of of took place. As before, the
teacher continued to work largely alone with particular
students but under the general surveillance of a full-
time administrator appointed by the board of education.

This will recur as a major thematic point throughout the remainder of

this paper.

Finally, Lortie (1969, p. 19) takes note of the willingness of teach-

er,; to accept the Limited role as to them by the system:

The current situation reflects the centuries during
which teachers were defined solely as employees. It is

interesting that teachers have not challenged their
formal subordination; unlike most who claim profes-
sional status, teachers have not contested the right of
persons outside the occupation to govern their techni-
cal Affairs.

A_SociologicalAiew

While history helps to trace the development of the American public

as an institution and the role of teachers within that institu-

tion, a more sociological view he to clarify the authority relation-

within the school and the dialetical relationship hetween teacher

recruitment and teacher role.' within the authority structure of the

,oot.

t3E.SI COM AVNLABLE
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Max Idebris seloinal work, l'2.r,OnO0).r tVgat)J_7:-.

110n (i94/), 15 a 900d place tO begin this examination. Weber develops

here a theory of three ideal types of authority. The fir5t Lv charismat

ic authority. The charismatic Leader justifies his or her domination

(which Weber defines as d power relationship in which the ruler believes

in his or her right to rule, and the ruled consider it their duty to

obey) by reference to extraordinary deeds. Disciples of charismatic

Leaders have faith in the person of the Leader. Charismatic forms of

domination do not require a specific or sophisticated administrative

apparatus. While Weber traces much of the historical development of

authority to charismatic domination, it is of little concern for purposes

of underfanding teachers as employees in American public schools.

Weber's second ideal typo of authority is traditional, authority. The

traditional leader derives his or her authority from inherited status or

CUSiem. Subjects obey out of personal Loyalty or respect for the tradi

tional status of the leader. Weber points to two types of administrative

apparatus for enforcing the authority of traditional leaders. First is

patrimonial, in which public off i cials are personal retainers of the

leader and dependent upon him or her for remuneration. Second is feudal,

ia which officials are more autonomou.s, but obey as a reflection of an

oalh of fealty to leader, While the analogy may be somewhat

tr:lined, mi,Jht benefit from thinking about the r,-impte .ctructures of

l o s:0100 decicee, pre t ivil <1 i s-chool as being oi,erated on

-1 (pi 111 c.) ti id! 1i.111<3l iCltii01. I ly, Iii gh h s teu.dai1.

i,1111 Id 1 !At by wnmyti iy
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Ihe third ideal. type of authority for Weber legal authority.

Logil authority does not derive from the person or the tradition ot the

Lade , but rather from the proceduratty proper enactment oi rut,:?s, In a

ystem of ieya I. domination, both ruler and ruled 'IMO agree on the proce-

rNio, including the procedures by which the ruler comes to a position of

domination. Weber cal Is the typical administrative apparatus of a system

of Legal authority bureaucracy. A bureaucracy is arranged hierarchical.-

ty, with the means of administration concentrated at the top; spheres of

juris:Iict ion are cleat-1.y specified; positions are obtained by merit and

technic:It training; officials do not own or privately benefit from the

means el Aministration, and administraf ye acts are generally promulgat-

ed in writing. It is not difficult to see these el.eriients of legal

authority and bureaucratic administration in the modern American public

,chool, beginning with the late nineteenth century reforms and continuing

Ihe pres.:ont day (Lorite, 1()7; Reirinar, 1982, Tyack, 1967).

Web dugge5t..T.: that the movement from charismatic to trad I tionat to

forms of authority is historical and developmental, further con.7.

filming the notion n.ugested here that the authority structure of public

ha. developed historically from a more traditional to a wore

legal one, and that the patrimonial and feudal form..; of administration

ho/0 liven way to a more bureaucratic form.

!.Ih lklober t h aucv <-1 c c; a i'csary form for the

cotitiol ()I ro o d r 1-1 I i to, i d o e !!: have pr ob I. C., I' 01

II) ,1,1!1,,o11!) )1t110,.. ( p, 1?)
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the impact of such an organisational setting ( bureauc-
laky ) on the individual is the extreme limitation of
hi personal freedom and spontaneity, and his increas-
ing incapacity to understand his own activities in

telation to the organisation as a whole.

ruither exploration follows of the notion that schools have evolved

lo Him:tures with legal forms of authority and bureaucratic: adminis-

ailf.., apparatus, In addition, the relationship between structure and

1,:opl within the structure will also be probed.

Lalbono (1904) generally supports the notion that schools are

i1J(J-dce and that the adverse effects cited by Mouzelis (1967) can

need in them. He argues that "the teacher's world is dominated

hv 1 hatc Lack of autonomy, alienation, division of Labor, and hierar-

arrangements" (p. 67). Arguing that scholars should con-

, Tfuall!0 ,;chool.F a5 wofkplaces, Carbone suggests that teachers have

,10, l,-chnoccats, who implement, but do not decide on curriculum, mate-

, txt!.:, evaluative techniques, and the like. He further argues

thP alienation of teachers from their work that results from this

lqick to a general lack of concern about the quality of work.

1,am LiteJ the Large numbers and diversity of children to be

;Hd the thedule for covering curriculum content as the two major

1 ! 1.1red by teacher today. He goely on to say that the teacher

1 ,nd more often than not, nothing to .:,11y either about numbers

of children in the classroom or the time pr.rnectivo by

h i I. Or II " ( 971, p

1:3 Eel COPY AVAILABLE
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While it is clear that teachers rarely have a signif I cant role in

do5;igning the school's curriculum, selecting materials, scheduling the

delivery of the instructional program, grouping students, and the like

Brophy, 1982, Lortie, 1969, 1975, Sizer, 1984), it is probably too

impli tic' to argue that the individual teacher does nothing more than

implement orders from principals, superintendents, and school. boards.

.ampbelt, Cunningham, Nystrand. and tisdan identified the inherent tension

decade ago (197!), p. 247)

With school organizations becoming more bureaucratic
and school workers becoming more professional, the need
to resolve the conflict between hierarchical. and col-
league control will intensify in the years ahead

As already noted, L.ort k argues that teachers have been willing to

Jccept their subordinate role:' in the bureaucratic structure of the

L-cheoL, althou9h he, too, sees a tension inherent in the bureaucra-

/,-rofes.:-ion dialectic (1969, PP, 29'30:

The general status of teaching, the teacher's role and
the' condition and transmission arrangements of its sub-
culture point to truncated rather than fully realized
professionalization. A A , In view of the truncated
nature of professionalizatien among A A A teachers, it

seem,.7 highly urlikely that collegial ties play a major
part in reducing the potency of hierarchical authority.

00 if fh;'.,r(-1 1.! a tension between the teacher as a professional and

tk i i -<11 ht-'Y I rr1 r ti.m.ited worker in the school. bureaucracy, how is it

1 [d appear that the teacher eAcyrc i _ses more

,,(iino( la hi er cool cta.....;.,roolo than the teacher a an individual

,1 fon h(n,, cell,.a(Aively do in the s,truri tice of the school. itsetf,

1 4 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Wise, white describing the growing centratization and bureaucratiza-

tion of schoots, says that "teachers transtate formal goals ( of the sys-

tem ) into personalized objectives" (1979, p. 99). Further, he argues

that ", . individual. teachers resist centrat determination of educa-

tional ends and especiatly means, excessive rationatization of proce-

dures, and goat reduction and reductionism, aLL of which Limit their

autonomy" (19(9, p. 103). WisOls arguments follow from the notion that

schools are "Loosety coup Led organizations, as Weick (1976), for exam-

pLe, detaits.

Teachers engage in this quiet resistance to bureaucratic control. in

their direct teaching of children in their on classrooms, What is

taught is influenced by many factors, of course including the officially

prescribed curriculum, district testing prog rdMIT, ma ndated textbooks,

opinions of principals, parents, and other teachers (FLoden, Porter,

Schmidt, Freeman, and Schwille, 1981). FLoden et at. (1981) find that

teachers make deliberate decisions about content to be taught, and that

,och decisions are most influenced by district objective and textbooks.

N is interesting to note that white teachers make such decisions, the

major influences are not other teachers (note Lortie's (1969, 19(5) find-

ing that teachers do not spend much professional time together), but

(A.,uvr.0 primaril/ by Y,Thool. boards and administrator.

e l l ICJ C. I 011 P I C. tui (*. ni t cher dec tiii, nok immj p d i nted by

1 5
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30):

Teachers are policy brokers rather than mere implement-
ers, working individually or in friendstik or depart-
mental groups to adapt policies to the perceived needs
of their students. Thus the content actually taught
students I Likely to be a compromise betweea the offi-
cially adopted content and the needs of the students as
the teachers see them. 4 . changes between the offi-
cial curriculum and the intended curriculum adopted by
each teacher usually are introduced deliberately as a
result of conscious decision making.

A similar point is made by Schwille, Porter, and Gant (1980, pp. 29-

A bottom-up approach, without undue emphasis on
format organization, allows for cows;iderable teacher
autonomy. From this perspective, the teacher's deci-
SIVO5 are not, in essence, a matter of saying yes or no
to hierarchical directives and their intended outputs.

'X' *

teaehers . . have enough discretion for their teach-
ing to be influenced by their own beliefs of what
schooling ought to be Dut at the same time, teachers
will follow (or be constrained to follow) certain
external pressures from without.

All of this seems confusing and potentially contradictory. Are

schools bureaueracies in which teachers, J5 alienated workers, routinely

implement curriculum decisions of others? Or are schools loosely coupled

organizations in which teachers make eon.f,.cious deeisions about curriculum

implementation? In a sense, both are accurate reflections. It is help-

ful to look at schools as representative of the legal form of authority

milfin,A by Weber, with a bureaucrat c adminisir&tive apparatus, Within

th tructure: teachers art their professionalism and autonomy in

Ili: I. I (-111,1 PC. I ii II 1- C.R.J11 I :1,; A Lorlie portrays the

way (1969, pp. 35-36)1

I BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Caring less about school-wide than classioom affairs,
the teacher is not reluctant to grant the prineipal
hegemony over those matters which do not bear directly
upon her teaching activities. A . The teacher may
participate . . in committees which deal with
school-wide matters, but since these occupy the fringes
of her concern, such participation does little to
I ntensify relationships with colleagues.

In concluding this section, it should be noted that these school-wide

fringe elements to which Lor tie refers may well be central to the teach-

er's ability to teach children. We should recall, for examp le, Sarason's

(1971) Point- about the difficulties teachers experience as a result of

the substantial numbers and diversity of students they must reach and the

time constraints arbitrarily imposed on them by eurriculum planners. If

any these sorts of problems have increased since Sarason's studies

(esg., Boyer, 1983, Sizer, 1984). Rarely are teachers in positions to

influence the resolution of such problems, and many of those with the

skills and desire to participate meaningfully in such school-wide matters

leave the profession, as we shall see below.

it is the teacher's willingness to claim autonomy based solely upon

the ability to make instructional decisions in a single classroom, in

isolation from colleagues, that helps reinforce the bureaucratic struc-

ture of 1.;chools and the teacher's own very Limited role in the school's

nuthyily structure, As long as those individual instruct onal decisions

)1. Hove Iii I. onlced by dilArict curriculum objectives and mandltect texts

ihan hy (Floden et al., 198i), Lortie's (1969:, description of

t) s, ic,01-hivo proffion "trAinc.)Aed" will. continuo to be accur.3to.

7 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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1.505 will be con5idered in somewhat gredter depth in the fol.-

Lowing discussion of teacher rec:rui tment, rewards, and retention, and the

dialectical retatiGw3hip between those i50.5 and the authority structure

of the .;chool..

RecruitmenRewards,Aetention

thy recruitment and retention of teachers by the pub tic schooLs have

been the subject of numerous studies, and they have resu L ted in simiLar,

usually dismat, findings (e.g., Chapman and Hutcheson, 1982; PavaLko,

1970, Roth, 1903, Schlechty and Vance, i 98I 983, Vance and SchLechty, 1982;

Weaver, i979), Recruitment into the profession acts aLmost Like a

revere funnet, according to most of these studies, with those high

shoot students choosing coltege education majors being among the least

academiealLy able, with thw;.e education majors seeking teaching jobs

being among the Least able of the iriajors, with those accepting teaching

jobs being among the Least abLe of the job seekers, and with those

remaining in the profession for more than three years being among the

Feast able of those who become teachers. AbiLity here is measured by

Oondardlied tests such as the Scolastic Aptitude Test, American CoLLege

te3ting Program, Graduate Record Examinations, and the National Longi-

tudinil ,Yurvr,y, verbal abiLity, co[Lege grade point average, and the

l'nelaing for the importance ell attrlcting and retaining the most aca-

demitalle talented profeionak, ..;chte,-_hty and Vance suggest that there

obi COPY AVAILABLE 16



are features of schools a.3 workplaces that often discourage uch efforts

(1903, P. 470):

These features are (1) the tendency for all salary
increases to come within the first third of a teacher's
working life; (2) the lack of substantially different
career stages within the job of classroom teacher; (3)
the tendency of schools to militate against shared
decision-making and problem-centered analytical dis-
cussion among adults; and (4) the tendency for the
informal culture of schools, which reflects an ethos of
nurturance and growth, to be dominated by a management
structure that is punishment-centered and bureaucratic.

While there seems to be growing willingness within the education communi

ty at least to discuss extrinsic recruitment/reward/retention factors,

such as salary and job mobility, this paper is more concerned with the

Latter two features mentioned by Schlechty and Vance.

This paper has so far argued that schools are institutions with a

legal authority structure and bureaucratic administrative apparatus. As

such, decisions are made by those in management positions, not by teach-

ers, except insofar as the individual teacher determines, in the privacy

of his or her own classroom, the degree to which such decisions will be

implemented. The paper has also pointed out that such decision making by

tt!,ich tends to be individual, that teachers do not work together to

evolve curricular decisions. This tendency derives, in part at least,

Lon' the historical autonomy of the teacher. Whether this independence

Action in the classroom, accompani eel by Lack of work with colleagues,

autonomy or isolation needs to be probed further.

1 9
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Lortle (1975) has found that teachers would rather U50 any available

marginal time on their individual instruction of their own students,

rather than on school-wide matters such as curriculum or personnel devel-

opment He argues that this is the case because teachers find their

nrealest rewards and satisfactions in 'reaching' students their core

assinment.

It t reasonable to assume that most prospective teachers know more

about the potential rewards and satisfactions of teaching than is true in

other professions, since all prospective teachers have been in daily con-

tact with experienced teachers for years before making career choices.

11 1:;- therefore not surprising thal those who are attracted to and remain

in teaching are those who are rewarded by individual contact with stu-

dent; and by independent work, rather than by collegial activity aimed at

5Ystem improvement, for example (Chapman and Hutcheson, 1982; Chapman and

Lowther, 1982; Lortie, 1975). This makes dialectical sense, given the

structure of schools and the real possibilities for success and satisfac-

t on available to most teachers. According to Chapman and Lowther (1982,

P. 246):

Career sati5faction is related to not assigning value
to things that ,-,11.e hard to achieve or for which there
is no clear external reward, given the structure of the
schools.

:fhlechly and Vance argue that there tendr...ncie5 are not in the inter

kit Imp) p.
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()Worst alt the research lift ottPiltIVO sehoot indi
cater that schoolr in which teachers; engage in a gredi
deal of job-re tated discJession and share in decisions
regarding instructional ciograms are more effective
than ::.choots in which decisions are made by rute-bound
buceaucratic procedures. UnfrjrtunatetY, studies also
found retativety few such schools, and the emergence of
such schoots depends more on historicat accidents and
the personatities of principats than on conscious poll-
cy.

Who stays in the profs ion? Studies by Chapman and Hutcheson (1 982)

indicate that those who remain in teaching have better organizationat

skills, white those who leave have better analytical. skilts. Those who

stay in teaching are "particutarty ski lied at explaining, supervising,

and organizing, according to Chapman and Hutcheson (1982, p. 103).

*Mother of their findings is that those retained in the profession tend

to work a Lone, while those who Leave often take jobs requiring coltab-

oration and teamwork.

Some studies aLso .nc,eate thal women experience greater job satis-

faction and are more tikety to remail) in teaching than men (e.g., Chapman

and Lowther, 1982). They suggest that this may be related . . to the

timra teaching attows for home and family" (Chapman and Lowther, 1982, p.

Sykes (1933) reaches a similar conclusion. it appears that the

plo)eiun attracts teachers who are rewarded by working atone rather

than in colleague yroups, and who prefer to make limited time commitments

to their woik, and that such teacher!..; than on-ter an authority structure

whieh reinforees the doeire to work atone and that impose few time

di,ifidnd!.; ioc uthc:!r lhdn tedchinq per se -
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-Pie issue of autonomy, independence, and isolation is illuminated
_

,mmewhat by studies by Chapman and Hutcheson (1982, p. 104):

rhot! who (achiy indicated salary, job autonomy,
And, in the case of those leaving elementary teaching,
the chance to contribute to important decisions, to be
most important. This finding tends to support the ear-
lier speculations that being alone in a classroom with
s.tudents is riot what is typically meant by job auton-
omy

Chapman and Lowther have also found (1982) the ability to speak

of and persuade others, which are central to the teaching activ-

ity, are positively related to teacher satisfaction and retention. The

relationship between Leadership skills and professional development and

teacher satisfaction and retention is more ambivalent (Chapman and Lowth-

er, 19K, p. 246):

Teachers who assigned more importance to their
leadership activities as a basis for judging their own
professional success were less satisfied with their
career. Yet, those who operated in a leadership role
were more satisfied with their career. Similarly the
importance teachers assigned to learning new things was
negatively related to career satisfaction, yet teachers
who actually "learned new things" had greater satisfac-
tion with their career. Leadership and new Learn-
ing bring few external rewards within the school; they
are not particularly effective ways for teachers to
advance their careers. . < Nonetheless > it
appears that increaried opportunities for teachers to
exercise leadership and to continue their Learning
miqht foster greater career satifaction, despite evi-
dence that teachers may not seem overtly to value those
ctivities.

i:, true that teaching recruits those who aspire to work a one,

'atm wiTh to limit their time commitment to the profession and their col-
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laboration with colleagues, and i f it is true that the ..UlthOritY StrUC-

tuv.e of the school reinforces these tendencies by rewarding the very

behaviors teachers value, what happens TO those who remain in teaching?

Sarason's studies suggest that the lack of interaction with other adults

in schools, the tendency to teach the same subjects over protracted peri-

ods of time, and the tendency to teach similar students from one year to

the next, result in a situation in which ". . each day is very much

like every other day" (Sarason, 1971, p. 162) . He finds that most veter-

an teachers are no Longer excited by their work and rarely experience

personal growth from ii. Newer teachers, according to Sarason, are more

ew i ted, but have no expectation of meeting goals of intellectv't growth

through teaching. He concludes (1971, pp. 166-67):

If teaching becomes neither terribly interesting nor
exciting to many teachers, can one expect them to make
learning interesting or exciting to children? If
teaching becomes a routine, predictable experience,
does this not have inevitable consequences fcn Life in
the classroom? . . children and teachers show most .7.0:

the effects of routinized thinking and Living,

the age in which we Live becomes increasingly focused upon the

ability of people and institutions to adapt to change; a.. information

f-pand-:; beyond our grasp at exponential rates; as the ability to under-

51-add ond synthesize complex and often unpredictable variables becomes

the kov to leader,;hip, even survival, the Weberian model of legal author-

ity Ind bureaucratic adminiFtratton increaingly dylunctional.

I) ) All the 111 ..,A,)t I et , .%;101.1 1101 be rout n-

I .1(:-'t 1 01( t 1 i I tho of e 0 Iety, .(chou d hi', able to
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find intellectual. development and challenge in their work. Otherwise,

schools and teachers will likely become incre.singly dyslunctional in

preparing young people to inhverit their uncertain futures.

While recent efforts to reform schools and the teaching profession

take cognizance of the need to upgrade the profession, they concentrate

primarily on extrinsic issues. Given the stale and federal focus of

these e1 torts, this is neither surprising nor inappropriate, since nei-

they. stale nor federal officials can hope to have much impact on the cul-

titre of a given school or on the relationships among its members.

Dut i f the authority structure and culture of the school require

rolorm, i f the role of the teacher needs to be redefined in order to

altiact ind retain teachers who are able to prepare younysterq for lives

of mic..tainty and for future leadership roles, then attention must be

paid 1-11 the local level to reconceptualizioy the school as a workplace

and reconceptualizing the workplace as a Place of learning.

Whilc, this should be a reasonably comfortable task for professional

eduLators, it would be wrong to be sanguine about the likelihood of this

'aallongc! being met. in order to advance the discussion somewhat, the

author would put forth on posqible approach, rooted in the fairly recent

litel.atioe 01 l ganl !;Aticio theory and orglnizliion development,
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OrganizatLon_Development=_A_Modest_Proposai

While schools often operate as if they were mere collectivities of

individual personnel with predetermined roles and respoisibilities, those

who would improve the schools usually attempt to imp l.70 systemwide

.changes. While Mrs. Jones may teach her fourth graders th'e, mathematics

she thinks they need, the school administration approaches Lementary

Aathematics curriculum development as if it were more than the sum of

individual teacher judgments. At the level of curriculum development or

personnel development, the schools recognize their own systemic nature.

Unfr:irtunately, reformers are not always sufficiently aware of organiza

tion theory (e.g Mites and ";chmuck, 1971), do not understand the inher

ent interdependence of the components of the school as a system (e.g.,

Beer, 1980, Henry, 1980), and are not prepared to work effectively with

both staff who see themselves as autonomous and a systemic whole, in

which what parades as autonomy is rarely more than alienation.

Mites and Schmuck suggest that many reforms have failed in the past

vefor,.levs: have not fully appreciated the organizational nature of

They write that (4WW, p. 1)

echoole dre primarily organizations, and . . mdilY if
not most efforts at educational reforms have collapsed
or have been absorbed without effect precisely because
of the limited attention qivon to the organizational
context in which tho refowi ha 'c been attempted. Any
heljor innovation in curriculum or instructional tech
oi.luee implies a change in thP ieulture" of the 7hool,
iho relation hip between teachers and adminietrvtor
for example, is apt to ehange. . authority
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-elationAips, communication networks, status group-
ings/ and even friendship cliques are forced to change.

To view schools as o7ganizations, it is necessary to understand the

school as a system, including its external environment, which might he

thought of a5 a super5ystem within which the school system fits; relevat

inputs such as trained personnel, finances, curriculum knowledge, demands

bi the communit'/, and the like; anticipated outputs, such as well edu-

cated high school graduates, satisfied professional staff, cultural

activities for the community, and countless others; the processes for

transforming inputs into outputs, such as curriculum development efforts,

clascroe m instruction of pupils, staff training programs, football team

and student concert practices, and the Like; and feedback mechanisms to

allow th' system to Learn and adapt (Katz and Kahn, 1966; March and

Simon, 1953), Ackoff writes (1981, p. 16):

The e55entia1. properties of a system taken as a

whole derive from the interactions of its parts, not
their actions taken separately. Therefore, when a sys-
tem is taken apart it loses its essential properties.

This mu--t be the starting point of our efforts to reconceptualize schools

a:: workplaces and workplaces as places of [earning. Unfortunately, the

ciructure of schools and the way most of their members see themselves do

nos rnadili tend themselve:,. to .rich an effort.

Olihin ihc! general systems view of organizations, schoo[s would most

Ippropriately be ac social syciews. This model focuses on the

man ,idp An ,organi!ation, which is clearly at the heart of the

1,; an organization. Dee? 'MO) stresses the need for organiza-

,
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I Ili l aa.p I re to be ht..?a [thy to exh 'bit "ccnvir uenc ia f»- among

ial ogani/ational components: environment, organizational outcomes,

HHman outputs, organizational behaviors and processes, organizational

,k(tilt-s, people, organizational culture, and the dominant coalition.

ni.-; paper has suggested that the organizational structures and m.lny of

tat, behaviors and processes of schools are dysfunctional, in that they

ioLoforce and reward individual action without regard to the' systemic

n1iH/0 of the school or the effects of such individual action on the sys-

t(.,m,

Ono wav to get at such dysfunctions in an effort to improve organiza-

onal health is a process that has come to be known af organization

(ka,ialopment. While the definitions of the term vary (e.g. , Deckhard,

i',)6%), Beer, 1980, French and Bell, 1972, Miles and Schmuck, 1976), there

agreement about what organization development is, how it works,

how I t con benefit organizations. Miles and Schmuck, for example,

Hymar the concept of a "p tanned and sustained effort to apply behav-

iiii ience for system improvement, using retlexive, self-analytic

t " , P. 2).

'Llolotion development begins with the identification of some sys-

oi organizational problem and the acknowledgement of the problem by

authority. This i5 followed by the collection of data by and

- ot the' organi7ation, feedback of the data to membef, of the

I I rni an nos 15 of the pr ob I EYIII b

It1,1H1 i h IA

mewbev ot tho olganization

llected data), action planning by organizilion members
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Hid management, implemental ion of changes as indicated, evaluation, and

institutionalization of the change process.

The entire process focuses attention on people in the organization

and the organization's environment. It is designed to make the organiza-

tion stronger in relation to that environment, in part by helping organ-

iiation (*embers to become healthier. This increased health is a result

cf participating with colleagues in a self-analytic process aimed at both

pevsonal and organizational development (Brooks, 1932; Miles and Schmuck,

19./1). This is an opportunity few teachers have in schools today,

,lthough there is some evidence of success in those schools which have

undertaken such efforts (Brooks, 1902; Fulian and Miles, 1980; Schmuck

and Mites, '71).

it is reasonable to anticipate that school people will be skeptical

o f the suggestion that they try to apply organization development tech-

n iques to the oiganization called school. After all, the techniques

were, for the most part, developed in industrial settings which are, in

many ways, different from schools. Mites and Schmeck try to address some

of the uniqueneses of sch-,eli. They point out, for examp le, that (19711

i6).

schl!., more than industrial organizations, uffov
from ambiguity and diversity of goals. Such goal dif-
fusenes has often resulted in c001 lic,1 between a

.ebool and its community environment and in difficul-
tio!., in meacuring goal. attainment. .

* * * vulnerability, . . . the probability of being
,,ilisimted to pre!Hvues ineompalible with one's goals, A

. encourages s u b j u g a t i o n to the environment, d i s c r e p
e ! > be t Weell schoo I. clO ;its and env 1 t oilmen t (I d d
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and inadeluate provision of financial resources. .

the Low level of autonomy and the weal' knowledge 1:ie
of school personnel . . .promotes status insecurity,
ritualistic use of procedures, and scanty communication
among staff members.

While these factors may be seen as impediments to the development of

schools as organizations, they can also be seen as opportunities, which

LS precisely what Miles and Schmuck (197i) suggest. The very weaknesses

present a specific agenda for change activities, such as the need for

fuller, more direct and open communications within schools and the devel-

opment of teams of professionals which are truly interdependent.

The argument put forth here does not require a recitation of specific

cases in which organization development efforts have been tried in

..;choots successfully; it is sufficient to take note of such efforts. If

we can view schools as organizations within which people work, and if we

can better understand both the social systemic nature of those organiza-

tions and their relations with their external environments, it will be

pass i b Le to begin to construct approaches to change that will make

schools healthier places.

()s Miles and Schmuck put it (197i, p. 19):

I he target . is the school 3!; a social system a

tivir3 interpersonal culture. As an organization, can
it learn how !..) become more self-renewing, how to
gain greater contact with 1t5 environment, and how to
become more responsive to the desires and interesis of

I t members? Can echools hecowe wore Like communities
for growing their members than Like machines for proc
oeing them?

2 9
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Can schools afford to be Less?

ConcLusion

From the traditionally structured schools of colonial America, in

which authority was possessed by community Leaders who hired and super-

ised teachers directly, the institutions of public education have become

tar more centralized and bureaucratic. Weber's model of Legal authority

fi.Li the modern American school, in which the teacher has become more of

an alienated worker than an independent professional.

The alienation, which is sometimes called 'autonomy," presents itself

both physically and socially. Each teacher has his or her own classroom,

w ithin which,he or she exercises whatever control is available -- phys-

ieally apart from colleagues or adminiStrators. Further, this paper has

discussed the unwillingness, disinterest, or inability of teachers in

(1105i schools to work effectively as members of colleague groups concerned

w ith school-wide issues, even when those issues impinge directly on

teachers' ability to teach of

We have also seen that the teaching profession attricts and retains

primarily those who experience rewords from "reaching" students, that is,

tem being good instrefors. The schools rarely attract and even more

) , retain those who ft.: rewarded by participating in the life of the

,hool, by devoting their efforts to solving systemic problems, by help'"
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in.) to establish an environment within which good instruction would be

fostered.

This relationship is dialectisal. Since the schools attract few

teachers who desire to participate in the life of the school qua school,

it is easy for the school tu establish a reward structure that ignores

these members of its community. This is particularly true, since ignor

ing their needs helps foster the existing authority structure of the

school, in which the teacher's authority is limited to implementing cur

riculum in his or her classroom. On the other hand, a school structured

so a:s to minimize the opportunities for professional development outside

the individual classroom is unlikely to attract, much less retain, people

who are interested in such development. (It is interesting to remember

the finding of Chapman and Lowther (1982) that those teachers who actual

tv experience a sense of participation outside the classroom value that

experience and cite it as a reason for remaining in the profession.)

One of the reasons that schools are not the challenging or exciting

places of learning desired by critics is that teachers often do not have

or have lost a sense of professional, intellectual excitement themselves

(Bover, 1903; '<oirason, 1971; Sizer, 1984).

While this should not surprise us, since the condition of teachers is

not unlike the condition of alienated workers in other sectors of the

oconowy, the fact often goes' undetected because of teachers' complicity

wilt' the authority structure of the school. The scenario goes something

tikt., this: the principal, superintendent, and school board can establish
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the curriculum, select textbooks, assign teachers to classes, assign stu-

dent to teachers and classes, and impose whatever time constraints they

require, a Long as the teacher is permitted to teach what he or she

thinks is important in the way he or she thinks is best. This is not

unlike the complicity between students and teachers identified by Sizer

(19.34).

But this scenario is highly problematic for schools and for the

future of publit schooling in our society. First, teachers abdicate

responsibility for some of the really critical curriculum and instruction

issues in return for a seeming escape from the direct imposition of

administrative authority in the individual classroom. By calling this

alienation by the professional sounding term, "autonomy," the system

masks what it is really about. Second, as Sch I.echty and Vance note

above, effective schools are those "in which teachers engage in a great

deal of job-related discussion and share in decisions regarding instruc-

tional programs" (1983, p.. 479).. To the degree that this participation

in the life of the school community does not take p lace, the school com-

munity is deprived of the collective wisdom of its members, and each of

its members is deprived of the opportunity to develop professionally. To

the degree that all this leads to a lack of academic excitement in

schools, our children are robbed of the fullness of intellectual opportu-

nity we could make available to them.

If t)ckoff (1981) is right, and 1 think he is, the future will be even

more uncertain and unstable than the pre..;ent and the immediate past. In

or jr to ,survive and thrive in such an environment, organizations and
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people will have to develop the capacities of continual learning, adap
.

talion, and self-renewal.

Public schools surely should be among the institutions prepared to

meet that challenge. Teachers surely should be in the lead in the cre-

ation of Learning, adapting, self-renewing organizations.

But we need Leaders within schools today, both teachers and adminis-

trators, to find ways to reconceptualize the school as a place where

teachers work and simultaneously reconceptualize workplaces as places of

learning, adaptation, and selfrenewal.

We need not fear that this will Lead to the creation of new authority

structures in schools. Surely it will. We need to fear that our failure

to take this challenge seriously will result in the continuing failure of

schools to attract the very kinds of teachers who can help young people

attain the skills of Learning, adaptation, and self-renewal that they

will need in order to secure their and ultimately our -- future.

This paper has been an effort to outline the background of these

ieeues and provide a glimpse of one possiLle approach for schools to fol-

low.
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